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Fire hits Van Vleck Hall
$500,000

ll

damages

estimated;

see p. 6
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Math to count next week
Hope will host the annual meeting of the
Michigan section of the Mathematical
Association of America on May 2 and 3.
More than 100 mathematicians f r o m
colleges and universities in the state will
gather to listen to invited lecturers make
reports on their research and share ideas
about teaching.
The opening address at 10 a.m. will be
given by George Piranian from the
University of Michigan on the topic

SC posts taken
Student Congress has announced the
results of the officer elections which were
held April 17. Jon Schmidt was re-elected
president with 76.3 percent of the votes;
Matt Vender Molen was voted first vice
president with 42.2 percent, and J a n e
Sanderson was elected second vice
president with 56.2 percent. A total of 750
votes were cast, according to Lana Bian,
current first vice president.
E l e c t i o n s for S t u d e n t C o n g r e s s
representatives will be held in September.

*'Excellence in Theory and P r a c t i c e . "
This Will be followed by a lecture entitled
4
'Achievement and Avoidance G a m e s "
by F r a n k Harary, noted graph theory
specialist , f r o m the University of
Michigan.
Other hour-long addresses will be
presented by Kyung W. Kwun from
Michigan State University, Thomas E.
Eisner from General Motors Institute,
and Elliot A. Tanis, chairman of Hope's
mathematics department.
Included in the program will be two
panel discussions on current topics and a
number of shorter papers. Among participants in the program from Hope will
be associate professor of mathematics
Frank C. Sherburne, J n and three
students, William Terkeurst of Grand
Rapids, Powell Quiring of Kirkwood, MO,
and J a m e s McElheny of St. Louis, MO.
The Friday evening banquet at Point
West will feature a talk by Richard C.
Schwing, of General Motors Research
Laboratories, on the topic "What is the
Cost of Living-a Longer Life? "
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The Chapel Choir, under the direction of professor of music Roger Rietberg.
presented the final performance of their spring tour program last weekend in Dimnenl
Chapel.

Musicians to present Requiem Sunday
The Requiem, Opus 43, by Gabriel
Faure, will be performed by Hope music
groups this Sunday at 8 p.m. in Dimnent
Memorial Chapel.
Performing will be the Chapel Choir,
the College Chorus, and the Symphonette.
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A name
you can
count on.

Guests soloists in the work will be Jfoyce
Morrison, soprano, and Douglas Morris,
baritone. P reparing the choirs for the
concert are Roger Rietberg, professor of
music, and Stuart Sharp, associate
professor of music, Professor of music
Robert Ritsema will conduct the performance.
The Requiem, written between 1886
and 1887, had, in part, a personal impulse,
in that F a u r e ' s father and mother died
during this time period and his wife was
ill also. Composer Nadia Boulanger has
stated that the work seems to "interpose
itself between heaven and men; usually
peaceful, quiet and fervent, sometimes
grave and sad, but never menacing or

Correction
The anchor erroneously printed last
week that Hope faculty member Roger
Davis was the organist at West Point
Military Academy in West Point, NY. The
organist was John Davis of the academy.

COLLEGE TOWN PUTS THE
ACCENT ON ACTION
The woman on the go will
appreciate this duo. The
belted pants have a back
' e. Wear without a care
au»e they are machine
washable 50% TODAY'S
DACRON Polyester/50%
Cotton. In sizes '5/6 to
13/14. Casual good looks
are added with this border
stripe knit polo shirt with
white collar and band
bottom. In sizes S-M-L,
in white or sherbet.
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dramatic."
Joyce Morrison, associate professor of
music, has performed in productions of
H a n d e l ' s Messiah,
Mendelssohn's
Elijah, the Brahms Requiem, and the
Poulenc Gloria. She appears regularly
on faculty programs as soloist, and her
appearances as soloist and oratorio
performer have taken her to many
Midwestern cities.
Morrison received her m a s t e r s degree
in p e r f o r m a n c e at the American Conservatory of Music in Chicago, w here she
was a student of the late Theodore
Harrison, J e a n n e Boyd, and Leo
Sowerby. She has done advanced work on
sabbatical leave, and has coached with
J e r o m e Hines, David Aitken, and Eileen
Farrell.
Douglas Morris is associate professor
of music and c h a i r m a n of the music
department at Ripon College. He teaches
theory, music history, and voice, and
directs the College Choir. He is active a s a
soloist, clinician, and conductor, having
toured extensively in the United States,
Canada, and Europe. On tour with the
Ripon College Chamber Singers last
spring, he was awarded the medal of the
city of Bayeux (Normandie), France.
Last s u m m e r Morris was selected by
Sir David Willcocks to be bass soloist in
Handel's O Praise
the Lord and
Haydn's Lord Nelson Mass, at Loma
Linda University, CA. He has appeared
as soloist with the Richmond Symphony,
Cleveland Orchestra, and Milwaukee
Sumphony in such roles as Bethoven's
Ninth Symphony, Bloch's Sacred Service,
Haydn's Creation, and Ronald Nelson's
What Is Man. He recently sang the bass
arias in Bach's St. Matthew Passion with
the University of Wisconsin Choral Union
under Robert Fountain. In addition to his
teaching, Morrrs is founder and director
of the Green Lake Festival of Music.

>4 f e t t 8th
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Energy plans in making
by Keith Grlgolelto
With higher fuel costs and a
tightening economy, Hope has decided to
watch its energy consumption and increase energy awareness by means of a
competition.
The concept of an energy conservation
competition began when Bill Anderson,
vice president for business and finance,
saw it as a fun way to deal with Hope's
energy problems. 4 T h e purpose of the
competition is to establish energy
awareness in faculty and students," said
Anderson.
The energy project will not get off the
ground until next fall when dormitories,
cottages, and even academic buildings
will be monitored for such things a s
electricity, fuel, and water consumption.
The committee hopes to have volunteers in each of the academic buildings
who will monitor energy usage in the
buildings and report problem a r e a s to the
maintenance department. Anderson, with
assistance from energy engineers, has
S S s T v l l

^

1. Peale Science
2. Dow Center
3. Van Zoeren Library
4. Physics Math
5. DeWitt Center
6. Kollen Hall
7. Arcadian-Cosmopolitan
8. Graves Hall

:

9. F r a t e r n a l
10. Gilmore Hall
11. Wichers Music Bldg.
12. Dykstra Hall
13. Lichty Hall
14. Lubbers Hall
15. Durfee Hall
16. VanRaalteHall
17. Dimnent Chapel
These s a m e energy engineers have
assisted Calvin College, M.S.U., U.M.,
and Kalamazoo College with their similar
difficulties.
Energy costs for full-time students
IVO inStrtfkQCAH
•ITC in 1975
1 rv»r to
4 . a^
have
increased from $175
projected $440 in 1980," Anderson said.

by Richard Kuhrt
Brian Bigelow, a Hope business m a j o r ,
has recently finished a survey on the
present uses of the DeWitt gameroom and
bowling alley. The survey should help an

Pullman gets NEH grant
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T h i s is an increase of 151 per cent in five
y e a r s , " he explained.
Looking into the near future, Anderson
envisions an energy seminar or workshop
for freshmen during fall orientation, and
the purchase of an energy computer
which would, along with its energy
monitoring functions, automatically
regulate the thermostats in academic
buildings, r
Anderson does not yet know what the
prize will be for the winner of the energy
competition, but it is open to suggestions,
s p r i n g when . . . those
and he promises it will be something odd-shaped flying discs invade the at.
.
.
special.
mosphere, causing heads to raise and
school books to fall, (photo by Steve
Goshorn)

DeWitt survey to aid planning

tasemenl's
f u l u r . tod o«. about
students' feelings toward the area.
Early in the semester Hope President
Gordon J. Van Wylen formed an ad hoc
committee to review the present use of
the various a r e a s in DeWitt Student and
Cultural Center and to consider whether
more effective use can be m a d e of these
areas in the future. "The result of the

Students interested in urban internships and envromental studies have
an opportunity to gain from a grant
awarded by the National Endowment for
the Humanities.
The $20,000 award is a demonstration
grant to underwrite the costs of new interdisciplinary courses and u r b a n
programs dealing with technology's
impact on society, according to project
coordinator David Clark, professor of
history.
Clark developed ideas for the new
currcula while a fellow of the National
Humanities Institute at the University of
Chicage in 1977-78; universities and
colleges from all over the country
nominated faculty for the institute, aimed
at developing new approaches to the
teaching of humanities.
The first part of the program will be a
student internship program in Chicago,
centering on the south side community of
Pullman. Built in the 1880s as a model
community for workers, Pullman is
considered to be one of the best preserved
company towns in America. Inspired by
British garden-city designers, George
Pullamn designed the town- to be a
culturally uplifting as well as physically
healthy enviroment for the workers who
produced the Pullman sleeping cars for
railroads.
Student interns in Pullman will be
enrolled in the - Chicago Metropolitan
Center, a consortium sponsored by
Reformed and Evangelical colleges in
Michigan, Illinois, and Iowa. The center
provides seminars on urban topics for
students, who complement classroom
learning with field experience.
The grant will enable Clark to spend the
1980-81 academic year in Chicago, administering the new program. He will
teach a seminar on urban history at the
Chicago Metropolitan Center a s well as
supervise the student interns.
Clark feels that Pullman can be an
exciting learning laboratory for students
as they work along with professionals
who a r e involved in the restoration of
Pullman buildings and planning for the
communty's continued stability. Pullman
has remained a predominantly working-

-

cla3s area since its creation.
Some students will learn about community organization as they observe
neighborhood associations in ethnic
communities of Chicago and work with
the Pullman Neighborhood Association.
Other students will organize archival
materials about Pullman and prepare
new exhibits and media presentations.
Students with interest in computer
programming and sociology will transfer
to computers data from Pullman Company records. The aim of this will be to
produce a sociological profile of Pullman
Car Porters.
The National Endowment for the
Humanities Grant will also enable Clark
and Philip Van Eyl, professor of enviromental psychology, to prepare a new
interdiscplinary course entitled 4, Enviroments in History." That course will
assess the psychological as well as socioeconomic effect on citizens of urban
enviroments in different periods of
history.

study," stated Van Wylen, "should be an
analysis of present use, current needs,
and projected opportunities for space in
DeWitt and the formulation of specific
regulations."
Bigelow, who is a member of the
committee, felt that a student-faculty
study of present uses a s well a s feelings
toward some of the changes being considered would give the committee some
guidelines. He set up a random sample
which included 207 responses. F r o m his
survey Bigelow learned that the DeWitt
gameroom and bowling alley do not
necessarily receive much use. However,
students a r e not necessarily willing to
part with these instruments of entertainment.
Some of the possible changes which a r e
presently being considered by the
committee include the following: an
expansion of the Pit; the installation of

DeWitt adds new offices
by Steve Muyskens
The Upward Bound offices will soon
move to the DeWitt basement as new
offices a r e constructed in what used to be
part of the g a m e room.
The education department and international education are also being
moved as renovation begins to make
Voorhees a dorm again. Education and
international education faculty will be
temporarily moved to DePree Cottage a s
soon as school is out in May, said Dave
Vanderwel, associate dean of students.
DePree Cottage has traditionally been
the "language house" for female students
from other countries and American
students wanting to practice a language,

McCarthy named a fellow
Mary Susan McCarthy, assistant
professor of French, has been named a
fellow to the Newberry Library in
Chicago and director of its humanities
program for an 11-month term, beginning
in the summer of 1981.
A member of the Hope faculty since
1977, McCarthy will be the first Hope
faculty member to assume this position.
McCarthy's responsibilities will include
teaching an interdisciplinary seminar,
private research in her specialty, and the
administration of a program in the
humanities.
The program is sponsored by the Great
Lakes Colleges Association and the
Associated Colleges of the Midwest. The

commuter mail boxes, lockers, and a
lounge; moving the office complex of
student organizations (WTAS, SAC,
O p u s , anchor, Milestone, and Student
Congress); and installation of a studentrun store which would be independent of
the Hope-Geneva bookstore. Dave
Vanderwel, who is excited about the
possibilities, felt a main reason for the
changes is that " w e need more focal
points on Hope's campus." He went on to
explain that through grouping student
organizations "it would be easier to pool
such things a s a dark room, and the
relocating would also relieve some
conflicts."
Should the committee decide to make
the improvements being explored, the
gameroom and bowling alley would
probably have to be taken out in order to
m a k e space. Bigelow*s survey could play
a m a j o r part in the committee's decision.

program allows students from the two
consortia to study special topics in the
humanities while • drawing upon the
unique resources of the Newberry
Library. The privately endowed
Newberry research library, located on
Chicago's near north side, was founded in
1887 and contains over one million
volumes and six million manuscripts with
a primary focus on the humanities from
the i a t e middle ages to the early 20th
Century.
McCarthy will conduct research in the
19th-century French novel and will
conduct and interdisciplinary seminar on
a topic related to her research interests.
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T h e r e will be a language house
somewhere," assured Bruce Johnston,
assistant dean of students. ,4 I wish there
was more interest, though. It's hard to get
people in there."
Eventually either the site of Carnegie
Gymnasium or the gymnasium itself may
be used for more office space, said
Vanderwel.
44
We a r e expecting Voorhees to be done
a year from this fall," said Johnston.
With on-campus housing requests increasing from 1,530 to 1,640 in the last
three years, Johnston hopes that
"Voorhees should add some flexibility."
Voorhees will be either all-female or coed, Johnston said.
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A history to he saved
Some people now feel that
Finally, a new renovation of
further renovation of Van Vleck Van Vleck would involve yet
is hopeless, that the building is a more time, more effort, and
lost cause. The College has not more money. Many people are
yet even finished paying for the now asking whether it's worth it.
$400,000 renovation effort which
We believe it is. Van Vleck, as
literally went up in smoke.
the oldest building on Hope's
Beginning the Van Vleck campus, stands as me center and
renovation anew, according to foundation of the College; it is
vice president for business and Hope's history. One of only three
finance Bill Anderson, would buildings to survive the Holland
fire of 1871, Van Vleck has earned
recognition as a Michigan
historical site. Because that fire
was so widespread, pre-1900
buildings are extremely rare in
v
this area, a fact which makes the
maintenance of Van Vleck that
mean starting from scratch. much more desirable.
Also, a great deal of the original
Van Vleck's brick outer walls
wood has been ruined. As have remained unharmed; it is
director of information services still structurally sound. The
Tom Renner explained, the majority of the damage is to the
renovation which was nearly roof. In other words, it is
completed had retained much of reparable.
We encourage the
the original interior wood, which College to continue in its efforts
would now have to be replaced.
to restore Van Vleck.
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great help to one or more of the residents.
To each of you, we extend our sincere
thanks.
We will begin reconstruction of Van
Vleck immediately. The extent of the
damage is not yet fully known and we
cannot accurately project a completion
date. Our goal will be to have it completed
by the start of the fall semester.
A rededicatiom ceremony for Van
Vleck had been scheduled for Alumni Day
on May 10. We have decided that this
should now be a rededication to the
mission of the College. This is the spirit in
which you have responded. For this, we
extend our sincere thanks to you and to
God.
Gordon J Van Wylen
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Despite smoke, ashes, and water, Adrian Van Houten and a group of students lend a
firefighter a hand at raising an extension ladder up to the smoldering eaves.
j
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Van Wylen pledges to
begin reconstruction
To the Hope community:
The fire in Van Vleck last Monday left
all of us with a sense of loss and regret.
However, none of us felt this more keenly
than those of our number who were
residents of Van Vleck To each of them I
express our regrets, and assure you of our
pledge to do all we can to assist you and
encourage you. The way in which you
have responded has been a source of
inspiration to us.
I also express the gratitude of the
College community to the students,
faculty, and staff members who assisted
in so many ways. Some of you worked
courageously during the fire, others
labored long into the evening in removing
the contents, and others have been of

"[he. u i t e e l i KoW k o l d s

Use wits instead of watts
Bill Anderson has hit upon a
well-planned method for the
auditing and curbing of Hope's
energy expenditures. As have
many other schools across the
country, Hope has seen the need
to learn how to conserve energy.
But the important thing to keep
in mind is that the audit alone
can do little or nothing to help
conserve.
The reasons for the audit are
hopefully more than simply an
effort to save money; there
should also be the need to realize
that energy sources must be
conserved as much as possible
for the long-term benefit of all.
No doubt, however, two principle
items can be seen at the outset of
the study.
The first is that student
enrollment
is
continually
threatening to decline, particularly for the smaller, private
institutions. This means less
students paying for increasing
bills, particularly fuels, which
seem to rise in price monthly.
Thus, to keep costs down as much
as possible, the school must cut
costs -energy being one of the
most ready areas.
Second is the economic bind of
the country itself. Interest rates
are fighting with inflation, with
energy costs always blamed as
the primary reason. Once again,
this means the school must think
about cost cutting. Once again
the easiest and smartest way to
turn is toward energy conservation.
Perhaps the best reason for
saving energy, aside from the
humanitarian reasons, is that
such a "test" will allow many to
realize how painless conservation really is. For the most
part,
conservation
simply
teaches us to act more responsibly than usual (like remembering to turn off the light this
time) and possibly using a few
i <r

more wits.
One of the prime ways to keep
conservation up is to keep people
conscious of the problem,One
possibility which would raise the
populace s energy consciousness
is to simply send each dorm or
academic building a fake bill for
the calculated energy costs for
that month. In this manner
student and faculty could gain a
better idea of how much money is
spent on them individually.
The next few years of transition from energy waste to
energy saving will more than
likely be met with a great deal of
opposition or apathy by all
parties involved. Yet perhaps the
maturity and sensitivity of both
Hopeites and Americans alike
will be raised by the effort.
ope college
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Dancers poised ready to pounce. From top to bottom the dancers a r e Henry
Loudermilk. Judl Giannasca, Marry Beth Reinecke, Katherine Dreyer, and Moire
Poppen. (photo by Steve Goshorn)

Dance VI offers variety
Dlll/^lrif
Plucky,

ri rM-v ft* i • .^V and
^M
apprehensive,
a w a r e of
their new apparel, the cast of Dance VI
went into their first dress rehearsal this
Monday still unpolished, but with an
enthusiasm and drive that is sure to
overcome the rough spots and please
their premiere audience this Thursday
night.
As in previous years, the
production is primarily home-grown.
With the exception of guest artist Helen
Kent and her partner Suzanne Costello,
the dance concert is danced, designed,
lighted, costumed, and choreographed by
Hope's faculty and students.
There is something in the performance
for everyone; tap. jazz, ballet, cont e m p o r a r y . and m o d e r n a r e all
represented. Some pieces are easily
accessible, others are more abstract.
Although the sequence is not as yet
definite, Monday's dress rehearsal led off
with a jazz ensemble. Against a magenta
background, men in blue and women in
violet leap and twirl to a lone classical
guitar that becomes baroque as voices
join in Incorporating 16 dancers, the
piece ends with the dancers surging

f

together as the music ends.
Utilizing classical music, the contemporary section also includes a large
cast. Twelve dancers dressed in white
move in grace across the stage in a
leotard that resembles a tunic with one
arm and shoulder bare and the other longsleeved. The dance and costume a r e truly
classical.
Another highlight is the modem set
This is the longest piece and includes
several sections of stylized eccentric
dancing. Opening with what seems like
warm-up. each dancer appears oblivious
to what the other is doing. TTie grouping is
a variety of size, shape, color, and style.
Later on in the piece. Henry Loudermilk
and Nancy Cook elegantly perform a duet
that is the showpiece of the evening They
skate the stage, as synthesizers drone
By Thursday all the bugs should be
worked out. There is even rumor of a
surprise opening night. Pre-dance quiz
question: What color does a sunburned
dancer turn to when he is put under the
lights 0

\

by Betty Buikema
back and forth from present to past, from
The novel Blrdy attempts to be a
Birdy to Al, from reality to dreams.
£
celebration of freedom; to quote one
The detail is impressive; every
critic, 44To read it is to fly." While this is
movement, every sound of the birds is
certainly an overstatement, the book described at length. We feel we know the
achieves the neat psychological trick of
birds feather for feather; we know their
not only describing a c h a r a c t e r ' s
motivations, we know how they feel It
feelings, but also allowing the reader to becomes a three-way empathy-Birdy,
feel them; the psychological analysis is the reader, and the birds, all living a
so thorough that we not only understand
psychological bird life.
Birdy's desire to fly, but, at times, also
Birdy doesn't just know the birds; he is
feel it surging up within ourselves.
a bird, in his d r e a m s : 4'I loop-swing
Birdy deals with freedom on two levels,
through the air, feeling the fullness of the
On the surface, it deals with the freedom wind in the pits of my wings . . . . I fly
of flight, following a boy r B i r d y " ) in his from the roof almost straight up; straight
growing obsession with birds, to the point as I can, not flying to anywhere, just
where he wishes to be a bird himself;
feeling the sky. Then, 1 fold my wings and
beneath this we find the time-honored let myself drop until my feathers begin to
"horrors of w a r " theme. While Birdy" flutter in the wind. I open my wings, catch
searches for freedom in flight, his buddy myself, and fly straight up again.
Al discovers in the war his own bondage, stalling, looping a long lingering loop."
his own lack of freedom. He finds that he Because Birdy believes we believe.
is not the tough, hardened man he thought
We understand when Birdy spends
himself to be, and he begins to search for hours each day practicing flapping his
his own escape. Despite the fact that the arms like wings; we understand when he
book centers on Birdy, in the end we find dreams of making love to and sharing a
that it has actually revealed more about nest with Perta, a female yellow canary;
Al.
and we even understand when he
i4
Birdy is William Wharton's first novel, • becomes" a bird, taking on bird manand he does an admirable Job of evoking nerisms and a bird lifestyle.
the emotions appropriate to his themes.
Birdy is a novel which tries to approach
The problem lies in the themes them- its themes in an innovative way. and falls
selves. We've heard time and time again short; its victory is in the sensitivity and
how awful war is. and Wrharton sheds no meticulous detail which reveal it to be one
new light on the matter. It has also of the superior novels of the year.
become popular lately to point out that
it's the crazies who are really sane, and
we sane people who a r e really crazy. In
presenting us with a detailed, believable
psychological portrait. Wharton efDOWNTOWN *CHl AXO
fectively creates an empathy between
subject and reader, yet this does not
overcome entirely the problem of a tired
STARTS FRIDAY
theme. It's a new story with an old angle.
Shows Nightly 7:00 & 9:05
What distinguishes Birdy as a superior
Saturday Matinees
handling of this theme is its utilization of
1:00 & 3:15
structure and detail. The book retains a
clear, cohesive structure throughout,
following its characters' development by
way of a series of juxtapositions-jumping

f

DELS
Images dancers. From left to right: Beth Dodd. Lauren Lambie. center Russ
Maitland, center right Scott Gensener.front right Nola VanAlstein. (photo by Steve
Goshorn)

Guitars—Banjos
Mandolins And Fiddles
String Instrument
Construction Repairs
23 E.
St.. Holland

PARK

' ...the man you
thought you knew.
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Hope College's

MOVIE
HOTLINE
392-2653

^HOLLAND
DOWNTOWN MOIIANO

STARTS FRIDAY
Shows Nightly 7 & 9
Saturday Matinees 1 & 3
Winner of 5
Academy
Awards

April 24,25 & 26
8:00 pm
DeWitt Cultural Center 12th at Columbia
For reservations & ticket info call 392-1449

DUSTIN
HOFFMAN

Kramer
Kramer
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Van Vleck's roof was no match for the combination of
fire and water which resulted in the roofs eventual

collapse of the north side of the building

Fire displaces Van Vleck women
Van Vleck Hall caught fire Monday at
approximately 11 a.m., causing extensive
damage to both the building and personal
belongings.
The oldest building on campus. Van
Vleck was boarding 35 women at the time
of the fire.
As Holland's fire chief, L. Marvin
Mokma, explained it, the fire was ap-

parently caused by painters who were
blowtorching the bottom of the eaves to
remove the layers of paint which had
built up over the years. The fire from the
blowtorches is thought to have spread
through the underside of the building's
roof.
The smoke was noticed at approximately 11:10 by Adrian Van Houten,
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Van Vleck resident Anne Prelswerk of Switzerland manages to save o n e Z p o r t a n t
possession from the fire.
^
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of Hope's department of maintenance.
According to Van Houten, the painters
had begun trying to fight the flame under
the eaves with a garden hose from Carnegie Gymnasium. Van Houten saw more
flames and smoke rising from the rooftop
and notified the fire department.
Tom Renner, director of college
relations and a volunteer firefighter,
overheard the alarm on a fire monitor in
his office in Van Raalte Hall. Upon
hearing the alarm, Renner realized that
the address given for Van Vleck was
incorrect, and ran to meet the fire trucks
and direct them to the proper spot.
Renner was one of the first men to put a
firehose on the blaze, according to Dean
Morier. a student who saw the fire. "He
(Renner) was arranging everything,"
Morier stated; "he was just incredible."
After the call to the fire department
was placed, several men began carrying
belongings and furniture out of the
building and into the Carnegie Gymnasium. "About 30 of us (students and
maintenance workers) were taking
things out of there," stated Van Houten;
"we got it all out of the first floor and the
basement . . . . We couldn't get to the
second floor . . . . By that time the ceiling
was about to cave in" because of the
water.
Smoke also greatly hindered their
efforts. Van Houten said, "By the time I
got out, my eyes were hurting because of
the smoke."
According to firefighter Larry Vera,
many of the complications in controlling
the blaze were due to the double walls and
ceilings which allowed the flames to
remain unnoticed for a long period of
time. "We thought we had it all pretty
well contained," stated Vera, "but then
we saw the glow (through the walls)
where the fire was."
• Holes were chopped in both the roof of
the building and the ceiling of the second
floor to allow better access to the
otherwise inaccessable fire. At about 1
p.m. firefighters used the painting
company's hydraulic lift to begin tearing
out the eaves along the south and east
sides of the building.
Firefighters and rescue workers did
manage to gather most of the belongings
in the second floor rooms onto the bunks,
where they were covered with tarps to
prevent water damage. Matt Neil, one of
the students helping to carry out furniture, stated that the building's interior
looked "pretty horrid."

The majority of the d a m a g e to personal belongings was caused by the water
used to put the fire out. According to Tom
Renner. director of college relations, "all
the fire loss is in the a t t i c " ; however,
director of Public Safety Glenn Bareman
stated that the fire did reach approximately four feet down the wall on
the north side of the building.
At about 3:30 p.m. workers were
removing the contents from the third
floor of the building at the rate of ap. proximately 30 minutes per room.
D a m a g e appeared worse on the north
side of the third floor with the center two
rooms on that side having completely
collapsed ceilings. Except for water and
smoke damage, the two rooms on the
west side of the of the third floor fared
best. All of the third floor rooms appeared
to suffer from severe water damage, but
little if any flame damage. Items either
covered or partially covered, such as
desk and dresser contents, were better
protected.
A Public Safety official in charge of
accompanying girls up to see their rooms
tells of one girl who occupied one of the
most severely damaged third floor
rooms; when she went up to investigate
the damage, he said, she lifted up a
mattress from the the mangled bunk and
discovered her stuffed animal completely
unharmed beneath it.
During a 3 p.m. meeting for Van Vleck
residents, Bareman assured the women
that their possessions were presently in
the process of being removed to Carnegie
Gymnasium, where they would be able to
retrieve them. His main concern, he said,
was finding places for the women to stay.
According to Bill Anderson, vice
president for business and finance, the
College has no insurance on individual
belongings. Who is to pay for damages
depends upon the students' insurance, the
cause of the fire, and other factors. At the
time of the fire, Anderson believed that
the building is still structurally okay
except for the roof. Although he doesn't
know if renovation will begin again, he
does believe that any renovation would
have to start from scratch.

A special thanks to Dave Sundin and
Paul Hartje (two Hope photographers)
for their donated pictures." A special
thanks to photographer Paul Paarlberg.
P a g e one photo by Paul Paarlberg.

Van Vleck is key to Hope
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Van Vleck Hall, erected on the highest
part of the campus, was once described
as the most pretentious building on the
Holland Colony Built in 1857, Van Vleck
Hall also happens to be one of the oldest
buildings in the Holland community.
When first constructed, it w o s the
school. The hall housed not only the
lecture rooms, but also the dorm rooms,
library, dining room, principal's
residence, and chapel (in the basement).
The president lived in the first floor until
1871-72 when, in the words of Rev, John
Van Vleck. the building quickly ' b e c a m e
inadequate, unsuitable for the purpose "
Van Vleck. a f t e r whom the building is
named, was the first principal of Hope's
forerunner, the Holland Academy, which
existed from 1855 to 1859.
Although $12,000 was raised for the
building of Van Vleck. the structure itself
only cost approximately $7,000. Erection
of the hall was authorized by the General
Synod in 1857.
According to Elton Bruins, professor of

religion and the scheduled speaker for the
intended Van Vleck renovation dedication
ceremony, Van Vleck was one of the few
buildings to survive the Holland fire of
1871; stated Bruins, during that fire
"Holland was virtually destroyed."
Van Vleck was used from 1880 to 18M as
a library on the first two floors.Upon the
construction of Voorhees Hall in 1906. Van
Vleck was left to run down, but in 1923 a
renovation project was completed on it.
The hall was named a Michigan
historical site in 1976. and in 1979 the
latest renovation project began. The cost
of this renovation was approximately
$400,000.
After the renovation. Van Vleck was
designed to house 38 residents.
Bruins, who up to the time of the fire
had been researching the hall's history
for reference in the dedication, stated
that he hoped the building would be
renovated once again. He feels that it is a
central part not only of the campus, but
also of the entire town.
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Firemen check through the third floor ceiling into the attic
a r e a for any remaining f l a m e s or smoke.
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Tom Renner, volunteer firefighter and director of college
relations, sizes up the situation. Renner was one of the first

firefighters at the scene, (photo by Paul Paarlberg)

Women seek help, facts

F i r e m a n Ron Dozeman receives aid and a comforting smile
from local paramedics and firemen a f t e r inhaling too much
smoke from inside the building.

Al 3 p.m. Monday afternoon the women
of Van Vleck met with members of the
Administration for the purpose of finding
temporary housing and getting answers
to some of their questions concerning the
fire.
The concerns expressed by the Administration centered on the immediate
needs of the women-such as finding
housing and recovering personal
possessions-and proper inventory of all
belongings for insurance purposes.
Director of Public Safety Glenn
B a r e m a n advised the women to contact
their parents immediately to let them
know that they were safe; he further
instructed them to contact their insurance company. "Hope College does
not carry personal property insurance,"
B a r e m a n explained, adding that their
individual homeowners' insurance would
most likely cover the loss.
The women questioned whether it
should not be the painters' insurance
company which should pay for the loss,
since the fire was caused by a painter's
blowtorch, but B a r e m a n replied that,
though "it appears that the contractors
a r e liable for this fire . . . liability in this
sort of thing is something that will be
argued for the next 30 to 60 to 90 d a y s . "
Added Michael Gerrie, dean of students,
"Negligence has to be proved."
B a r e m a n urged the women to begin
l i s t i n g d a m a g e d p o s s e s s i o n s immediately; he emphasized the im-

portance of making 4 'a complete list,
down to pencils and p a p e r , " listing the
replacement value of each item.
The women expressed concern about
the long-range ramifications of the fire,
such a s whether those who lost notes
would be required to take e x a m s on
schedule; Bareman, however, stressed
the more immediate problems, stating,
"We want to get you sleeping tonight; we
want to get you into clean clothes
tonight." Stated provost David Marker,
4
'We will give every student the benefit of
the doubt in terms of exams and notes."
Their belongings, they were told, were
in the process of being moved into Carnegie Gymnasium, where they were, as
much as possible, being a r r a n g e d room
by room. "Everything," B a r e m a n stated,
4
'will be moved into the gym before our
crews go home this evening." He added
that the women would be "surprised at
how much is still there."
Tags were distributed to the women
identifying them as Van Vleck residents,
without which they would not be allowed
into Carnegie Gym to retrieve their
possessions. 4 4We will be very security
conscious," Bareman said. He added
that, for their own safety, the women
would not be allowed in Van Vleck that
day.
Another meeting of the Van Vleck
residents was scheduled for community
hour today in Phelps Conference Room.
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Women run
into trouble
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The women's track team had two tough
meets last week a n d ended up on the
losing side of both. They took It on the
chin f r o m Adrian 142-136 last Wednesday
and f r o m Albion 146-135 on Saturday.
Deb Bussema was the only douMe
winner for Hope a s she took the 100- and
200-meter dashes for the women. Other
winners included Gloria DeWaard in the
1,500-meter, Marjorie Deckard in the 100meter hurdles (a school record), and
Melissa Knopt in the 5,000-meter. *
Bussema was again the only double
winner in the Albion meet a s she once
again won the short sprints. DeWaard,
Deckard, and Knopf also won again. Also
winning w e r e Chris Stegehuis in the high
j u m p and Caroline Jones in the long
jump.
The t e a m ' s next meet is Saturday; it
will pit them against Calvin in Grand
Rapids at 1 p.m.
M a r j o n e Deckard sets a new school record as she heads
m e t e r hu r d l e s . ( p h o t o by S t e v e G o s h o r n )

Men's tennis team strong
The m e n ' s tennis team returned f r o m a
trip south with a 4-5 record and hope that
they a r e ready for the MIAA schedule
ahead of them.
The key to the southern tour seemed to
be the double teams. While the singles
teams w e r e winning at a 56 percent clip
(31-24), the doubles could only m a n a g e 34
percent (8-15).
Anchoring down the singles ranks were
J a y Updegraff and Ron McKey, both with
7-2 records. The only doubles team with
more than three matches and a winning
record was John Christian and Paul

Boers ma at 4-2.
In the first MIAA m a t c h last Friday,
Doug Ruch and Tom DeWeert copped 6-0,
6-1 victories over Olivet in a rainshortened m a t c h in the first and second
flight of singles. Also winning in a 6-0
victory were Updegraff 6-0, 6-1; Mark
Johnson 6-2, 6-1; McKey 6-0, 6-1; and
Boersma 6-0,6-0.
The men will travel to Allendale
Monday to take on Division II Grand
Valley and then to Kalamazoo next
Wednesday to play the perennial league
champion at Stoh Stadium.

m
SPECIAL O N 03--The superior record cleaner
by discwosher. The 6 oz. red bottle only ^.SO.
1 02. refills only M. Best prices in W. Michigon-

LOFT FOR SALE- $30. fits Phelps or Kollen.
Ladder included. Call ext. 4249.

•buy before supply runs out. Call ext. 4640.

ALICE- IT'S REALLY good to have things feeling

in the 100

is team
bouncesback
After a dismal 1-3 southern tip against
the likes of Georgia State and Georgia
Tech, the women's tennis team came
north and found a much w a r m e r climate
a s they smoked both Aquinas and Adrian
9-0.
The Aquinas m a t c h was a total blowout,
a s the closest match was a 6-3, 6-3 victory
by T a m m y P a a u w e and J a n e Decker at
first doubles. In the rest of the matches
the women from Aquinas could m a n a g e
no more than five games, and very rarely
could they m a n a g e that.
The Adrian match was practically (he
same, as the Bulldogs could only m a n a g e
one set in the nine matches.
On the season Decker is leading the
singles ranks with a 5-0 record, while
P a a u w e is 3-2.
The team of Kathy Kozelko and
T a m m i e Didmer is 2-0, while Nancy
lannelli and Kelly Hogan a r e 4-2, with
Decker-Paauwe at 3-2.
The lady netters will take on the Hornets of Kalamazoo tomorrow across from
Dow at 3 p m.

Boseboll builds up average
The baseball team has hopefully turned
around what had been a disappointing
season to date. They performed this feat
by shocking both Aquinas and St. F r a n c i s
( I D , who, at least before the contest,
were ranked fifth in the nation's NAIA
baseball poll. The victory raised the
record of the team to 5-11.
The Dutchmen started off in grand
style as Captain P e r r y Paganelli and
center fielder Gary Hutchens both hit solo
home runs to give the Dutch the lead that
they never relinquished.
Hope upped its lead to 4-0 in the third a s
the Thommies committed four e r r o r s to
give us two runs. That proved to be the
winning factor, as the final score was 7-3.
Jeff Myers stranded
10 A q u i n a §
baserunners to chalk up the victory.
The second g a m e was a slugfest in the
truest sense of the word a s the Dutchmen
prevailed over the team from The Land of
Lincoln, 19-11.
Hope once again started quickly a s they

chalked up four in the first and eight in
the second. The big blow in the second
inning came off the bat of J i m Vande
Gutche as " G u t c h e " put a grand slam
over the center field fence. He also added
two RBIs with a double to give him six for
the game.
Rick Zoulek and Carl Thornburg each
contributed with three hits, runs, and
RBIs, while Steve Koops came on in relief
of Ed Stinson in the fourth to pick up the
victory.
The squad's next g a m e will pit them
against Calvin at home Saturday at l p m.

Concerned about
Pregnancy?

NEED HELP?
Call ext. 2362
Ask for Sharon

really good between us again. Love. Nee Cee.
FOR RENT--Four-bedroom house w i t h large

PRIME RIB
SPECIAL

living room, dining room, den, kitchen, front
and

back

porch,

and

two-car

garage.

Available May 1 for summer or full year. Call
Mark at 396-5753.
WANT

TO

RESTORE that

gleam

to

your

machine 0 Bring your car to the car wash
sponsored by the SIB sorority this Saturday
from 9 to 4 at Bob's Shell (15th and River).

Includes salad
bar, bread, and
vegetable.

SENIORS, want to sell your refrigerators 0 Call
Pam, ext. 4183, or Alice, ext.4182.
MANY THANKS TO ALL the students, faculty,
ond staff w h o helped or participated in the
Muscular Dystrophy
thinks you're super I

Everythingathon.

SAC

If

Sportswear isn't
just for sports.
Come in and
perk up your
wardrobe a t . . .

TENNIS

Factory Outlet ,

$y95
Through April 26, 1980
Work as a Manpower
temporary. Flexible
schedules. Good pay.
Assignments available in
your college town or
hometown. Please call,
toll free.

1870 Ottawa Beach Road
Holland, Michigan 49423
Phone (616) 399-9120

27 West Ninth Street
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